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If we go full remote, this is what you should do to continue learning in my 
classes: 

Go to https://drschmidt.home.blog/ and click on daily assignments for your 
class.  There is also a link to this on the Synergy grading software under 
gradebook resources.  The same assignments are posted in Microsoft Teams, 
https://login.microsoftonline.com/ (enter school email and password), with the 
relevant documents attached.  You can go to either for information. 
 
Most of our work will be in the iCEV software.  You can access it here: 
https://login.icevonline.com/Login. Remember that the assessments are set 
up for you to do twice.  After the first time it will tell you what you did wrong so 
that you can fix it for the second time. Make note of what you need to correct. I 
will take the highest grade. Most interactive assessments and worksheets are set 
up in that fashion.   
 
I will occasionally attach a link for something that you should read, do online or 
watch on YouTube that is not in iCEV. However, most assignment related 
PowerPoints and videos are attached in the iCEV program.  
 
If you need to turn something in, you can either email it to me, 
tschmidt@mauryk12.org, or post it in Microsoft Teams. If I assign an 
assignment in pdf format, open a Microsoft Word document and put the title of 
the assignment, your name and then type the answers, numbering the same as 
the assignment.  You do not need to type the questions unless I tell you to do so. 
Upload the Word document with the answers.  If I ask you do something artistic 
like a poster, take a picture of the poster and upload it in Teams. 
 
As remote learning continues, I expect to hold classes where you will remote in 
to participate as a class.  If this is the case, please be on time and prepared to 
learn.  Avoid having distractions around you. More instructions will follow on how 
and when to remote. 
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